Meeting held at Mandurah on Monday, 23 December 2019

WEATHER: Fine  TRACK: Good  KENNEL TEMPERATURE: 18 Degrees
TIME KENNELS CLOSED: 5.25pm
Stewards: Mr C Kerr, Mr S Jones, Mr N Goold
Veterinary Surgeon: Dr J Moore
Veterinary Assistant: Ms H Rawlings
Lure Driver: Mr R Archibald

REDECLARATION OF WEIGHTS: Race 3 MANADO MAGIC (26.6kgs), MOTOR MOUTH MIA (25.7kgs), PIRATE MANIA (28.7kgs), Race 4 HER MOMENT (24.8kgs), RUN FOREVER (25kgs), Race 5 HEAVENLY MISS (28.4kgs)

SCRATCHINGS: Under R23, the following greyhounds will stand down for a period of 10 days through:
- Injury: Race 1 KAOS BE COOL (23/12), Race 9 GREEDY BOSS (23/12), Race 11 MUNDI MARKS (23/12)
- Illness: Race 1 HELLO HARRY (19/12), ROGER'S DREAMIN' (23/12), Race 7 FIRE FLY NOLAN (23/12)

Racing Elsewhere: Race 5 & 8 ROSIE CRISTALLE (23/12), Race 10 IRINKA MOONYEEN (23/12)

Stewards Permission: Race 7 FOREVER TO EXCEL (23/12)

LATE SCRATCHINGS:
R24 - Race 11 SLICK AZZ EL x 28 days (12.53pm)

WARNINGS:
R33 Trainer Mr S Williams - No Registration Papers (OUTBREAK)

SATISFACTORY TRIALS:
R71 - Race 5 MR. LITTLE HOOK x 1 Field

SAMPLES TAKEN: Race 1 HELLO DARCEY, Race 3 CHASING LOMAR, Race 4 WESTDALE MISTY

STEWARDS ADVICE: Following the completion of Race 10 it became apparent that there was an issue with the running rail through the catching pen area. Upon inspection it was discovered that the rail had snapped and was unable to be fixed on the night. Subsequently the race meeting was abandoned and the weights from the greyhounds competing in race 11 and 12 were deleted.

Race 1 - Mixed 4/5/Country/302 - Mixed 4/5 - 6:05 PM
SANDY LOCH & HAPPY RAGE began quickly. LOOKOUT SNICKERS began slowly. PURE PESH & HELLO DARCEY collided on the first turn. SANDY LOCH & HAPPY RAGE collided on the first turn. LOOKOUT SNICKERS & IRINKA MOONYEEN collided approaching the home turn. SANDY LOCH & HAPPY RAGE collided heavily on the home turn.

Race 2 - Maiden/Provincial/490 (1) - Maiden - 6:24 PM
BLITZ LOMAR began quickly. CRAZY FOXY COOL & MIGHTY EBBY collided soon after the start. SEA BASS & LAPTOP GENIUS collided soon after the start. LAPTOP GENIUS & CARBON TUX collided on the first turn. CRAZY FOXY COOL checked off the heels of LAPTOP GENIUS on the first turn. SEA BASS & WESTDALE UTAH collided on the second turn. LAPTOP GENIUS & CARBON TUX collided in the second turn. CARBON TUX checked off the heels of WESTDALE UTAH collided approaching the home turn. LAPTOP GENIUS checked off the heels of SEA BASS on the home turn. CRAZY FOXY COOL & LAPTOP GENIUS collided in the home straight.

Race 3 - Maiden/Provincial/405 (1) - Maiden - 6:44 PM
MOTOR MOUTH MIA, NESSIE MONELLI, SCAR HOOK & PIRATE MANIA began quickly. HIP HOP FUN began slowly. MESSIAH TUX, HIP HOP FUN & MANADO MAGIC collided soon after the start. MOTOR MOUTH MIA & NESSIE MONELLI collide soon after the start. NESSIE MONELLI checked off the heels of PIRATE MANIA on the first turn. SCAR HOOK checked off the heels of NESSIE MONELLI on the first turn. MESSIAH TUX & MANADO MAGIC collided on the first turn, MANADO MAGIC lost ground. MOTOR MOUTH MIA & PIRATE MANIA collided approaching the home turn. NESSIE MONELLI & SCAR HOOK collided approaching the home turn. CHASING LOMAR, MOTOR MOUTH MIA & NESSIE MONELLI collided approaching the home turn. SCAR HOOK & PIRATE MANIA collided in the home turn. PIRATE MANIA checked off the heels of SCAR HOOK on the home turn.

Race 4 - Maiden/Provincial/405 (2) - Maiden - 7:03 PM
JENNY HOOK & HER MOMENT began quickly. HARRY’S PANCAKES & CHEEKY RICKY collided soon after the start. HARRY’S PANCAKES galloped on the heels of MAY BE JESS soon after the start. FREMONT FUN checked off the heels of MAY BE JESS and collided with HARRY’S PANCAKES soon after the start. JENNY HOOK, HER MOMENT & RUN FOREVER collided on the first turn. HER MOMENT & RUN FOREVER collided several times approaching the home turn. HARRY’S PANCAKES checked off the heels of CHEEKY RICKY in the home straight.

Race 5 - Novice/Provincial/405 (1) - Novice - 7:22 PM
MR. LITTLE HOOK & TWIX MONELLI began quickly. GOLDIE’S CROWN & POTENTIAL LOMAR began slowly. BUCK MONELLI, SHOWING & ALL ABOUT MAX collided soon after the start. SHOWING & POTENTIAL LOMAR collided soon after the start. GOLDIE’S CROWN & HEAVENLY MISS collided soon after the start. MR. LITTLE HOOK & TWIX MONELLI collided on the first turn. ALL ABOUT MAX galloped on the heels of BUCK MONELLI on the first turn. HEAVENLY MISS & POTENTIAL LOMAR collided on the first turn. MR. LITTLE HOOK & TWIX MONELLI collided approaching the home turn. MR. LITTLE HOOK raced ungenerously in the home straight and under R71 has been placed on a Field Satisfactory Trial.

A post race Veterinary examination revealed MR. LITTLE HOOK has a Truncal - Lumbo-Sacral Injury/Soreness and has been stood down for 14 days.

Race 6 - Grade 5/Provincial/405 (1) - Grade 5 - 7:45 PM
OUT BREAK, SHINBONER SPIRIT & WILD AND FREE began quickly. TATTOOED WARRIOR & VILLAFY collided soon after the start. OUT BREAK & SHINBONER SPIRIT collided in the home straight. SIMPLY GIFTED & VILLAFY collided in the home straight.

Race 7 - Novice/Provincial/405 (2) - Novice - 8:08 PM
CROWN MONELLI & FRANKIE MOSS began quickly. DOUBLE BASS began slowly. FRANKIE MOSS & ROSIE CRISTALLE collided soon after the start. DOUBLE BASS & ROSIE CRISTALLE collided soon after the start. GENTLEMAN FOX & MAX QUIDS collided soon after the start. MAX QUIDS & SAUSILITO collided on the first turn. DOUBLE BASS checked off the heels of FRANKIE MOSS on the first turn. DOUBLE BASS shifted out and raced very wide on the home turn and in the home straight.

Race 8 - Grade 5/Provincial/405 (2) - Grade 5 - 8:30 PM
RED ROCKET JETT began quickly. LAPTOP GURU began slowly. ZABEEKA & HELLO I'M LETTY collided soon after the start. HELLO I'M LETTY lost ground and collided with LAPTOP GURU. DURAMAX & HELLO I'M DOM collided on the first turn. HELLO I'M DOM lost ground. LAPTOP GURU & HELLO I'M DOM collided on the first turn. HEY LONELY GIRL & ZABEEKA collided approaching the home turn. LAPTOP GURU, MAUDE MONELLI & HELLO I'M DOM collided on the home turn. LAPTOP GURU shifted out and raced wide on the home turn. ZABEEKA & RED ROCKET JETT collided approaching the winning post.

Race 9 - Maiden/Provincial/490 (2) - Maiden - 8:45 PM
WILLING LOMAR, SKYE ABOVE & BILLY HOOK began quickly. TRANSPIRE & HUDLIN began slowly. SKYE ABOVE & BILLY HOOK collided soon after the start, SKYE ABOVE lost ground. TRANSPIRE & HUDLIN collided soon after the start, TRANSPIRE lost ground. TRANSPIRE & HUDLIN collided on the first turn. ALVARADO & HUDLIN collided on the second turn, HUDLIN stumbled and lost ground. HUDLIN checked off the heels of SKYE ABOVE on the home turn.

Race 10 - Grade 5/Country/302 - Grade 5 - 9:01 PM
QUITE MAGICAL, ALL TEMPTATION, RED MIDNIGHT & LOTS OF SPOTS began quickly. DANDALUP MAGIC & RED MIDNIGHT collided soon after the start, DANDALUP MAGIC stumbled and lost ground. JAYELL MAGIC checked off the heels of ON THE GO on the first turn. RED MIDNIGHT & ON THE GO collided on the home turn. ALL TEMPTATION & JAYELL MAGIC collided on the home turn. DANDALUP MAGIC raced wide in the home turn and in the home straight.

Race 11 - Grade 6/Country/302 - Grade 6 - 9:16 PM
Race abandoned.
Race abandoned.

FINAL.